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Background to the region

The North West Federal District (SZFO) consists of eleven units: the city of St. Petersburg; the oblasts of Leningrad, Vologda, Murmansk, Kaliningrad, Novgorod, Pskov and Arkhangel’sk; the republics of Komi and Kareliya; and the Nenets Autonomous Okrug. It comprises 10% of the territory of the Russian Federation, and its 14.4 million inhabitants make up 10% of the population of the Russia.¹

Since the founding of St. Petersburg 300 years ago, the region has served as Russia’s principal gateway to the outside world: “the window on the West” or, as cynics would have it, the “spy hole on the West.”² This gateway role is perhaps the chief characteristic governing the priorities set before SZFO head Viktor Cherkesov. It has both a security and an economic dimension. While the security factor is paramount in two other frontier federal districts – the Southern and Far Eastern – in the Northwest both security and economic dimensions are important.

From the economic point of view the region’s proximity and ease of access to Europe mean that it is an important entrepot for exports and imports. It is also second only to Moscow as a favored destination for foreign investors.

From the security point of view, the region has 3,250 km of border with 7 states, 65 border crossing points, and 22 million visitors annually.³ The SZFO abuts NATO member Norway in the far north, and is home to the troubled Northern Fleet. It shares a long border with EU member Finland. Russia seized a large chunk of territory from Finland, the bulk of present-day Kareliya, at the end of World War Two, but Finland does not harbor a claim to the territory (unlike Japan, who still claim the Kurile Islands, seized in 1945). The SZFO region also abuts Estonia and Latvia, two countries whose relations with Russia are tense because of the presence of large Russian minorities who have not been granted citizenship. The region also has a frontier and active cross-border trade with Belarus.

The region includes the exclave of Kaliningrad, precariously located between Lithuania and Poland and physically separated from “mainland” Russia. The geographic isolation of Kaliningrad, together with the preponderance of military facilities in that province, has made it prone to economic dislocation, crime and corruption. The question of transit for Russian citizens to and from Kaliningrad has emerged as a major bone of contention between Russia and the European Union. In preparation for Polish and Lithuanian entry to the EU, both countries are being pressed to end visa-free travel for Russians to and from Kaliningrad. Security Council Secretary Sergei Ivanov has said that Kaliningrad should not become a “besieged fortress” after the expansion of the European Union in 2003, and warned apropos of demilitarization of the region that “Russia has no obligations not to have tactical nuclear weapons in the Kaliningrad Region.”⁴

For these reasons, the Northwest region plays a direct and important role whenever discussion in Moscow turns to questions of border regimes, customs procedures, immigration controls and the like. Such
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factors are increasingly important to Russian foreign policy as it seeks entry to the World Trade Organization and closer ties with the European Union. These issues are of direct concern to the federal center, and one can hypothesize that they are too important to be left to the vagaries of the governors of border regions.

When the plans for the creation of the federal districts were being prepared, the second war in Chechnya was in full swing, and the threat of separatism was taken seriously by the new Russian president. Kaliningrad, obviously, is near the top of the list of regions that could conceivably break off from Russia, simply because of its geographical isolation. Hence on 13 July 2002 Putin appointed Dmitrii Rogozin as his special envoy to deal with negotiations with the EU over Kaliningrad. (Chechnya is the only other Russian region to merit a special presidential representative.) There was discussion in spring of 2001 of turning Kaliningrad into a separate, eighth, federal okrug, but this was declined by the Security Council meeting on 26 July 2001. Instead it was decided to launch a special federal program for the region, to be supervised by a deputy of the presidential representative (polpred).

The other salient fact to bear in mind about the Northwest region is that it is the home territory of President Vladimir Putin. He spent the bulk of his career in the region, first in the KGB, then as an aide to democratic mayor Anatolii Sobchak. Putin only served in Moscow for three years, those immediately prior to his appointment as prime minister in 1999. Putin himself continues to visit Petersburg frequently, and has arranged many visits by foreign heads of state to the “northern capital.” It has now become a standard stop in either the official and unofficial parts of visits by foreign presidents and prime ministers. This was never the practice under previous Russian and Soviet leaders. Cherkesov has even spoken out cautiously in favor of transferring some capital functions to Petersburg on a permanent basis.

The renewed national and international visibility of St. Petersburg has a significance beyond mere nostalgia. In Russia’s patronage-based politics, Putin has relied heavily on the drafting of personnel from St. Petersburg to staff his administration in Moscow. This implies that the region should enjoy privileged access to Putin’s ear, and correspondingly favorable treatment from the federal center. This “special relationship” was underlined by the fact that Putin appointed a close colleague and ally from the Federal Security Service (FSB), Viktor Cherkesov, to head the North-West district.

Who is Viktor Cherkesov?

The man chosen as presidential representative (polpred) in the SZFO district was Viktor Vasil’evich Cherkesov, a KGB veteran whose career closely parallels that of President Putin. Of all the federal district heads, Cherkesov is the man closest to Putin, personally and professionally. One of his nicknames is that he is the “second Putin.” Dmitrii Oreshkin argues that “Cherkesov is, without doubt, the most closely associated with the president among the [polpred] appointees. His fate was apparently...”
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predetermined by the years spent together with Vladimir Putin at the Leningrad University School of Law.”

Cherkesov was born on 13 July 1950. He finished the law faculty of Leningrad State University (as did Putin) in 1975, and after a brief spell in the procuracy he went into the KGB. From 1992-98 he headed the Petersburg district of the KGB (which was renamed MB, FSK and then FSB – Federal Security Service). In the 1980s Cherkesov was actively involved in the persecution of political dissidents, and in 1996 he led the case against Captain Aleksandr Nikitin, accused of espionage for his work with the Norwegian environmentalist group Belona. Nikitin was found innocent in the fall of 1999. On 26 August 1998 Cherkesov became first deputy director of the FSB with the rank of lieutenant-general, later promoted to colonel-general. His final job was coordinating work with the regions: one can speculate that he may have been involved with the design of the federal district reform itself. He is married with two daughters: his wife Natalya Chaplina is editor-in-chief of Chas Pik, a leading Petersburg newspaper.

Back in spring 2000, when Putin was running for the presidency, Cherkesov took a couple of week’s formal leave from the FSB in order to campaign for Putin. An interview with Igor Chernyak was revealing of the awkwardness of the shift from KGB to campaigning:

“Question: You are known as ‘Putin’s man,’ one of his closest confidants. How do you feel about this role?
Cherkesov: I do not feel anything about it.
Question: You must know him very well indeed, after all these years...
Cherkesov: As I see it, Putin's style is contrary to the labels that some circles are trying to apply to him... So all these speculations about him being a mystery man are rubbish.
Question: You are playing a key part in the ‘St. Petersburg team.’ At the same time, this team is gaining dominance in the top power structures. Do you think this state of affairs is appropriate?
Cherkesov: I would not say that there are very many people from St. Petersburg near Putin, in the government….Of course, he prefers to work with people he knows, and what is wrong with that?”

Commentators differ about the effectiveness of Cherkesov in his new role. Some say he is clever, others that he will never overcome his KGB background and proclivity for shadowy “analysis and control.” A February 2001 comparative analysis of the seven polpredy rated their performance in terms of influence on governor elections, volume of regional laws changed, and mentions in regional press. Cherkesov finished in fourth place overall. For example, he had managed to changed 180 out of 280 regional laws that violated federal legislation (64% compared to Kazantsev 78%). Similarly, a February 2001 opinion poll found Cherkesov’s name was known by only 20% of respondents in his region, behind Pulikovskii (49%), Kirienko (46%), and Kazantsev (35%), but ahead of Drachevskii (10%) and
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Poltavchenko (3%). Surveys of elite assessment of Cherkesov’s role within Petersburg see him as politically influential, second only to Governor Yakovlev, but marginal in economic terms – variously estimated at 9th to 15th in rank according to polls conducted in mid- to late 2001.

Initially there was much speculation that Cherkesov’s job performance was not all that important, since he was being groomed for a Moscow position – perhaps procurator general. Cherkesov was reportedly openly critical of procurator Vladimir Ustinov, saying for example “If we look at the future, Ustinov is defending ideas that are on their way out.” But two years on, Cherkesov has not moved up.

The most striking characteristic of Cherkesov is his secretive style. He has not tried to establish a very visible presence in the local political landscape. This presumably has something to do with his background in the KGB/FSB, and a penchant for discretion and indirect influence. But it makes it rather difficult for him to do his job as a public official in what is a more-or-less open and democratic society.

In his public comments Cherkesov talks of the role of presidential representative in expansive terms. He argues that back in 2000 the “the threat of collapse of the country was real and high,” and this existential challenge was the fundamental reason for the introduction of the new agency. Cherkesov told an interviewer that the polpredy “were not introduced out of the goodness of life. The power vertical had practically disappeared…. The country was becoming less and less governable.” He continued “But in order to change this situation a strengthening of power structures is not enough. There must be a change in the moral climate of society… Development of such a dialog between state and society I consider one of the most important tasks of the polpred. I take this to mean making transparent for residents the work of all state structures.”

Cherkesov is confident that the polpredy have accomplished their primary mission. “Today we can say with certainty that the collapse of the Russian state has been halted.” He sees nothing sinister in a prominent role for military and security figures in the political process, including some who have won elections. “Perhaps they were elected because the electors have lost faith in the ability of classic democrats to provide order and stability.”

THE WORK OF THE PRESIDENTIAL REPRESENTATIVE

The main tasks of the polpredy are supervising the implementation of federal laws and programs, and gathering information and making analysis to assist the president with future policy formation. The staff of the presidential representative is fairly modest, about 100 persons. Cherkesov has ten deputies, some drawn from the ranks of the military and FSB, others from the local political establishment. (See Table One.) There is an office of 6-8 people in each region, headed by a federal inspector. These inspectors replaced the former system of presidential representatives created by Boris Yeltsin in 1991. New men were chosen for this task: only two of 11 federal inspectors in the SZFO were formerly presidential representatives. (See Table Two.)

At the end of 2001 Cherkesov saw his two top deputies leave to higher positions. Kuznetsov became first deputy rail minister, and V’yunov was appointed head of the Northwest Customs
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Administration in December 2001. V’yunov was replaced as first deputy polpred by Mikhail Motsak, former head of northern fleet.27 (Another ex-admiral was named as the Murmansk representative in the Federation Council.) Motsak was among those reprimanded “for serious errors in the daily and preparatory work of the fleet” in the wake of the Kursk tragedy.

The office’s departments include: monitoring regional laws to ensure compliance with federal legislation; economic and financial control; cadres and awards; social, economic and political monitoring; the okrug inspectorate of the president’s Main Control Administration; and military and security coordination.28 Cherkhesov also created three advisory councils: Economy and Investment (including federal agencies, regional authorities, business people, and foreign investors); Law Enforcement Agencies and Security; and a Social Council (to study public opinion).29 The social council has 33 representatives of social movements, and has created 11 working groups.30

The expectation was that the federal okrugs would become power links in a vertical chain of command, super-regions that would restore Kremlin control over the multitude of independent governors. Officials inside the apparatus of the polpred explained the rationale for the institution in more straightforward terms.31 Prior to the polpredy, presidential power was effectively confined to Moscow, it was not felt at regional level in concrete terms. All that the former presidential representatives could do was report back, passively, on what was happening. “Previously, presidential power resided only in Moscow. The presidential representative of that time could do almost nothing, even in the event of serious violations. The new polpred would create an institutional structure which would bring the presidency closer to the ground and would in principle create an instrument that could be used to intervene in local abuses.” As Cherkhesov himself put it: “Now presidential power has been brought to earth, to the territory of Russia.”

Outside observers were expecting a massive centralization of power, like in Soviet times. This has not occurred. Moreover, the fact that the tasks assigned them, and the powers granted to realize those goals, are rather limited suggests that President Putin never intended the polpredy to become the Leviathan that some commentators suggested.

Their task was more simple: to prevent the break-up of the Russian Federation, to control the governors and presidents who were openly flouting the legal authority of Moscow. The reassertion of Russian state sovereignty required the creation a unified legal and economic space.32 A secondary goal was to be the eyes and ears of the president in the regions. (Cherkhesov once referred to himself as “Glaz tsarya.”)33 Both of these were more political-propaganda goals than administrative goals. But now that this first goal has been accomplished, it is not clear what follows next.

The polpredy were not given a clear position in the chain of command. Their legal and constitutional status is ill-defined.34 They have small stais and no direct responsibility for the spending of federal funds or for the implementation of the laws. There are already separate organizations responsible for this, such as the Finance Ministry, the Justice Ministry and the Procuracy. In August 2001 Sergei Kirienko
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requested that polpredy be given direct control over the disbursement of some federal funds, but Sergei Samoilov, head of presidential territorial administration, beat back this challenge to his authority, persuading Putin that control systems for monitoring spending were already in place. The polpredy have not found a clear and recognized niche within the organizational chart of Russian public administration. Rather they are seen as an additional and somewhat superfluous layer of central control.

The main role of the polpredy was to gather information and report back to the Kremlin, and to liaise with the governors. It is also clear that not only the staffing but also the functions of the polpredy that they are to some extent an extension of the FSB – not so much in its repressive functions, but in its intelligence-gathering and public opinion influencing functions.

The role of polpredy in the central government seems less than many had anticipated. Their monthly meetings give them direct access to Putin, but they have not displaced the presidential administration’s responsibility for regional policy. To an extent as individuals they have become players in the national political game, with them often being cited as candidates for federal office and their staffs being tapped for federal positions.

To get some idea of at least the formal facade of the presidential representative’s duties, one can examine the official pronouncements of Cherkesov’s meetings and events recorded on the official website of the SZFO press office. (See Table Four) Scrutiny of the 245 activities reported during the 14 months August 2000 to September 2001 reveals that a substantial 34% of meetings were devoted to the economy and 15% to legal affairs. A surprising 13% was devoted to diplomatic activity, such as a three-day trip to Finland in March 2001. This was about the same as his involvement in security matters (12%), which attracted such close attention in the press. These economic and diplomatic activities were not a prominent feature of the initial rationale for the creation of the polpredy, nor is there much evidence that these activities have produced much in the way of concrete results, as we shall see below. They are perhaps evidence of the sort of “mission creep” often found in bureaucratic agencies.

Based on the experience of SZFO one can identify the main political tasks of the presidential representative as: insisting on rewriting regional laws to conform to federal law; supervision of security institutions; battling corruption; monitoring elections and using elections to try to remove objectionable governors; monitoring the mass media; and helping economic development.

STRENGTHENING THE “POWER VERTICAL

The first and most pressing duty was to insist that laws in the federation subjects were rewritten to conform to federal legislation. This was done quickly and fairly smoothly – although it is an open question whether implementation of the new laws will differ from past practices. With the air of a Soviet style campaign, there was a push to complete as many as possible of the revisions by December 2000, with regions reporting in what percent of laws had been changed. (The justice ministry had already prepared detailed lists of what legal corrections needed to be made in the statutes and laws of each federation subject.) In May 2002 Cherkesov said that enforcing the revision of 600 deviant laws throughout the region was his major achievement. This campaign is now proceeding to a second stage – the review of bilateral treaties with the center. As of February 2002 Kaliningrad, Petersburg and Murmansk had not acted yet.
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With more than 750 federal agencies in the region, it is a major challenge to bring about a clear chain of command, to minimize the number of structures with “dual subordination” i.e. accountable to both regional and federal authorities. One important step was the opening of a branch at the federal okrug level by various federal agencies: the justice ministry, the procuracy, tax services, customs services, and interior ministry. This gives Cherkesov a direct access point to the vertical chain of command in these organs. His apparatus also includes a representative of Main Control Administration of the presidency. In a bid to improve coordination of military units in the region, Cherkesov created a coordinating council of military management units, which periodically meets and discusses issues such as the impact of military reform.

Gaining control over the appointment of regional police chiefs was clearly a top priority for Putin, who saw a real threat of regional leaders creating their own security networks. This process has apparently gone smoothly in the northwest region under the direction of regional Interior Ministry (MVD) chief Boris Uemlyanin. In December 2001 a criminal case was launched against the chief of criminal police in Murmansk, leading to the prompt resignation of the regional police chief and his first deputy. The new MVD head was brought from Vologda oblast. In September 2001 the central MVD sent a special five-man team to “decriminalize” Petersburg, which is apparently working in close cooperation with the office of the presidential representative. A decision over restructuring control of the St. Petersburg police is expected later in 2002.

The presidential representative still has a long way to go to really function as an effective monitor and coordinator of federal agencies in the region. Such a basic function as recommending (or approving) cadres for appointment to federal organs, as was carried out by Communist Party committees in Soviet times, seems beyond their grasp at present, although in his annual address to parliament in April 2002 President Putin seemed to be placing this on the agenda.

CORRUPTION

Battling crime and corruption have featured prominently in the rhetoric of both supporters and critics of the new presidential representative. It is harder to discern what concrete actions have resulted from the institutional innovation. Okrug level agencies for the general procurator and for the MVD’s unit fighting organized crime have been created. Addressing the federal district’s Coordinating Council for Law Activities, Cherkesov said the main crime problems revolve around alcohol, fuel and ports. Cherkesov has repeatedly called for tougher action on corruption. He told a March 2001 conference on the subject, pointedly held in Kaliningrad, that there were “no serious blows against corruption in 2000.”

In a closed meeting with local leaders in Kaliningrad, the new governor Vladimir Yegorov said “the threat to democracy comes not from those in uniform, but from those who disrupt the country or rule the state in an amateurish fashion.”

---
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Cherkesov has also said that he was unhappy with the battle against corruption in Novgorod, Leningrad Oblast, Kareliya and especially Nenets, whose law organs he wanted to merge into Arkhangel’sk oblast. The head of the organized crime unit in Kaliningrad was fired. In Pskov, the oblast prosecutor was fired, and the vice-governor Dmitrii Dervoed dismissed for corruption.

One illustration of Cherkesov’s willingness to demonstrate his influence over the procuracy is the statement issued by his press office after he met the deputy procurator for the northwest region in December 2000 and admonished him for making threatening statements about corruption among Petersburg banks. The statement warned that “the demonstrative publicity with which this investigation was conducted had negative consequences.”

Petersburg itself is widely seen as corrupt: according to a procuracy study it was ranked the fifth most corrupt of 89 regions. The city procurator and MVD economic crimes unit has been investigating the city’s policies for channeling finds through local banks, and the raising of a R1 billion loan to ice hockey palace. The State Duma’s audit chamber found fault with the disbursement of the city’s 2000 budget. In fall of 2001 the procuracy started to close in on Governor Vladimir Yakovlev’s inner circle, indicting four of his 13 deputies. In October 2001 prosecutors filed abuse-of-office charges against Valerii Malyshev, including the receipt of soft loans from local banks, and fundraising for the All Russia party in the 1999 Duma election. A month later, prosecutors charged acting vice governor Aleksandr Potekhin for illegal transactions. And in March 2002 they charged vice governor Anatolii Kagan, head of the city’s health committee, for fraud in allocating a R9 million ($300,000) insulin contract with the local firm Kovi-Farm. However, one observer noted that despite Cherkesov’s promise to “decriminalize the corridors of power” in reality the charges against vice-governors are rather weak and going nowhere. And at the same time an ongoing case against finance minister Aleksei Kudrin was quietly dropped. Kudrin had been head of the Petersburg finance committee in 1995-96, and investigation was started into possible abuse of funds.

SECURING THE “INFORMATION SPACE”

Putin has emphasized the state’s duty to managing information, even launching an “information security doctrine.” Cherkesov’s office seems to have made work with the press a top priority. This includes close monitoring of publications and regular meetings with editors. This kind of “news management” strikes Westerners as sinister and undemocratic, but of course has deep roots in Soviet political culture.

Cherkesov has stressed that one of his tasks is to overcome the information barriers between the provinces where people live “within the walls of their own press” and get very little news about what is happening in neighboring regions. This is a particularly acute problem for Kaliningrad, where the
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neighbors are Poland and Lithuania, and schoolchildren may not even get the chance to visit “mainland” Russia and for example tour the sites of Petersburg.\(^61\)

Cherkesov’s team has put some effort into promoting news exchange across the region via television and news agencies – the latter including the new Rosbalt agency set up by Cherkesov’s wife Natalya Chaplina in November 2000. His office has helped set up online and videoconferencing links in Murmansk, Petrozavodsk, Novgorod, Pskov and Vologda, and radio links to Kaliningrad and Arkhangel’sk.\(^62\) The state TRK TV station has set aside 30 minutes a day for a program on the okrug.\(^63\) This all means, according to Ivan Moseev, the editor of Business-class in Arkhangel’sk, that the only region-wide information comes with “Cherkesov sauce.”\(^64\)

Yakovlev had established a firm grip on the local media in St. Peterburg itself long before Cherkesov’s arrival. The governor’s team controls or is supported by the TRK Petersburg local television and radio company, the papers Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti, Peterburg-Ekspress, Vechernii Peterburg, the local Izvestiya and Komsomolskaya pravda. Cherkesov has influence over the local broadcasts of Russia’s state television and radio company VGTRK (the RTR TV channel and Radio Rossii), the Petersburg branch of ITAR-TASS, Nevskoe vremya, and his wife’s Chas Pik.\(^65\)

An important setback to Yakovlev came in spring 2001, when the federal ministry for the press, broadcasting and mass media took the local radio company off the all-important first channel on the city’s cable radio service and gave it to the national Radio Rossi. (Nearly half of all listeners tune in to the first button.)\(^66\) In October 2001 Petersburg TV lost the 25th channel to Euronews. And a subsequent initiative by Yakovlev to introduce new tax breaks for local media failed to pass the legislative assembly.\(^67\)

Local media have seized on Cherkesov missteps to embarrass the presidential representative, but have generally found slim pickings. This began as soon as he arrived, with a miniature scandal around his decision to take over an elegant downtown villa, ousting Wedding Palace no. 3. In March 2001 Cherkesov was tricked into endorsing a new anti-Semitic magazine Admiralteistvo.\(^68\) Cherkesov managed to stop a plan by local Unity Party leaders to distribute busts of Putin to government offices, but he failed to catch a new schoolbook which featured a young Putin as a model of virtue.\(^69\) It was not only in Petersburg where Cherkesov encountered hostile local media coverage. The government-controlled TV company in Novgorod, presumably loyal to Prusak, presented an acidic piece called “Cherkesov’s Letter to Putin,” done in the style of Soviet spy films.\(^70\) The journalist imagined Cherkesov writing to Putin, with such phrases as “I have a colorless voice and colorless eyes. Should I also make colorless statements so no one will understand what I’m saying?”

In April, Cherkesov set up an Association of Northwest Media, whose leadership then signed a cooperation agreement with him.\(^71\) Cherkesov played a prominent role in launching Alexander Lyubimov’s Media Union, a rival to the Union of Journalists and an organization apparently keen to cooperate in state regulation of the press.\(^72\) Addressing their founding conference in June 2001, Cherkesov said “the
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so-called authoritarian democracy of president Putin has strengthened the country.” Putin himself addressed the conference, noting that “a free press is the most important guarantor of our country’s irreversible democratic course.”

RELATIONS WITH THE GOVERNORS

It was reasonable to expect that the relations of the presidential representatives with the governors would be difficult. The polpredy were a new institution, injected into a political status quo which had developed under President Boris Yeltsin, under which Russia’s 89 regional leaders enjoyed considerable political and economic autonomy. The reform’s goal was to restore the decayed “vertical of power,” and the authority of the polpredy stemmed from their direct endorsement and ongoing personal contact with President Putin. More power for the polpred would presumably mean less power for the governor.

Cherkesov has generally kept his interactions with regional leaders well hidden. He seems to have good relations with the governors of Arkhangel’sk and Vologda, and rather strained relations with St. Petersburg’s Vladimir Yakovlev and Novgorod’s Mikhail Prusak. In the six gubernatorial elections that took place in the Northwest since his appointment, Cherkesov played no apparent role in two – Arkhangel’sk and Pskov. (See Table Five). In one race where Cherkesov signaled that he wanted the incumbent defeated, his wishes were thwarted: Nenets head Vladimir Butov won re-election. Cherkesov was openly hostile to Kaliningrad governor Leonid Gorbenko, who was defeated in the November 2000 election, as the Kremlin wished. Likewise in the December 2001 election, Cherkesov supported Komi parliament speaker Vladimir Torlopov, who managed to unseat the long-time incumbent Yurii Spiridonov.

The re-election of Petersburg governor Aleksandr Yakovlev in May 2000, shortly before Cherkesov’s appointment, created a major political obstacle for him. Yakovlev became governor in 1996 by running against his former boss Anatolii Sobchak, who was Putin’s sponsor and mentor. Sobchak was bedeviled by accusations of corruption, and speaking at Sobchak’s funeral in February 2000 an emotional Putin hinted that it was the pressure of these political struggles that had brought about his premature death. In April 2000 Putin encouraged Valentina Matvienko to take leave from her post as deputy prime minister for social policy in order to run against Yakovlev. Despite an expensive media campaign, her poor showing in opinion polls (she was barely winning 15% support) caused her to withdraw her candidacy one month before the election. Cherkesov was neutral in the subsequent race between Yakovlev and runner-up Igor Artemev, a leader of the local Yabloko party, since Yakovlev’s victory was a foregone conclusion. Although it was clear that he wanted Yakovlev removed, Putin, ever the diplomat, never publicly confronted the Petersburg governor – even agreeing to meet with him on the day of Sobchak’s funeral.

Novgorod governor Mikhail Prusak, who clearly has ambitions for a political career at national level, has been one of the most outspoken critics of the federal districts reform. He said “You can't lump together Karelia and Kaliningrad, or the Komi republic and St. Petersburg, because these are regions with a completely different way of life.” He complained also about Cherkesov’s meetings with investors. “This is idiocy, a mistake. Why is the polpred organizing meetings on investments? Is he better able than I to attract investments.” As for Cherkesov himself, Prusak said “in terms of personal relations, Cherkesov is a talented man, he has proved that over the past year. But I think that in a bad system good relations and good people do not exist.” In reply Cherkesov has criticized Prusak’s record, arguing that the influx of foreign investment have not reversed Novgorod’s economic decline.

---
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The Nenets Autonomous Okrug has seen fierce competition between Lukoil and Severnaya neft for control of its oil deposits. Severnaya neft, controlled by former Russian deputy finance minister Andrei Vavilov, backed Governor Vladimir Butov for re-election in January 2001, while Lukoil backed his main opponent Aleksandr Shmakov, the deputy director of Lukoil subsidiary Polyarnye siyanie. Cherkessov is seen as close to Lukoil. Between May 2000 and January 2001 Cherkessov never once met with Butov, and he has publicly criticized the anomalous legal situation of the Nenets A.O. – a sovereign subject of the Federation but also part of Arkhangel’sk oblast. Butov won the January 2001 election with 68% support, and he shrugged off a court challenge to the result.

Cherkessov is fulsome in his praise for Anatolii Yefremov, governor of Arkhangel’sk, which he has described as his “second homeland”. The region needs all the help it can get in dealing with the region’s redundant military bases and decaying submarines, along with new investment for a gas pipeline and the Lomonosov diamond mine. Kareliya’s Sergei Katanandov supported Moscow Mayor Yurii Luzhkov’s Otechestvo party in the 1999 State Duma race and subsequently was demonstratively loyal to Putin to make up for his earlier mistake.

Cherkessov had testy relations with the incumbent governor of Komi Republic, Yurii Spiridonov. In June 2001 the Komi parliament passed constitutional amendments removing claims of sovereignty of RK laws, and agreeing that the RK cannot unilaterally allocate land or resources. This despite protests from the nationalist Komi People’s Congress that new budget rules which will cost republic 1.5 billion rubles. Another blow to the region was Severnaya neft’s decision in October 2001 to move its legal registration to Orel, a decision which will cost the city of Usinsk a hefty chunk of its tax base. Commentator Yurii Shabaev suggests that the company expects to find more compliant local courts in Orel.

Towards the end of 2001 the governors and legislatures began naming their representatives on the Federation Council. (See Table Four) The most controversial case was the nomination of former privatization chief Alfred Kokh by the Leningrad oblast legislature in February 2002. This decision was blocked by the Vyborg City Court at the request of local deputies and the procurator, citing violations in the candidate’s registration. Sergei Mironov, an old ally of Putin and former deputy speaker of the Petersburg assembly, was chosen as representative from St. Petersburg, and went on to be selected Federation Council speaker on 5 December 2001. Some of the nominations seemed to be designed to “honorably exile” troublesome politicians to Moscow. Hence Kareliya governor Sergei Katanandov appointed his immediate predecessor Viktor Stepanov as his representative to the council, removing a threat that he might again try running for governor. Similar thinking was apparently behind the nomination of former oblast duma speaker Valerii Ustyugov from Kaliningrad. The senators from the northwest include former State Duma deputy and Yeltsin aide Gennadii Burbulis, who was selected by governor Prusak to represent Novgorod, which he represented in the Duma until he lost the seat in the 1999 election.

The battle for St. Petersburg

---

81 Volna, 8 August 2000.
The key political relationship in the region is that between Cherkesov and Petersburg governor Yakovlev. Cherkesov has denied that he is angling to remove Yakovlev, saying he is “neither a governor nor a super-governor.”

But the city of Petersburg is the jewel in the region’s crown, spending half the federal budget funds allocated to the okrug. Cherkesov was hopeful that he would be able to take over the expected $1 billion federal funds that will be spent in preparing the city for its 300th jubilee in 2003. Some of this will go to the completion of ongoing projects: the ring road, the rebuilding of a collapsed metro line, and the refurbishment of the historic city center. In January 2002 the city won a $120 million World Bank loan to spend on jubilee projects.

Yakovlev has fought against the idea of Cherkesov moving in on the city. “Consider the project for building a bypass around St. Petersburg. No one is able to do this without the governor and his staff. How to get a loan, who is to be responsible for repaying it... Do you think the staff of the presidential envoy will be dealing with this?” “During the meeting with President Putin we agreed that presidential envoys would not interfere with the work of the territories.” After some toing and froing over the jubilee spending, it was agreed by Cherkesov and Sergei Stephashin’s audit chamber (attached to the State Duma) that they will jointly monitor jubilee spending. Cherkesov also seems to be directly involved in the plan to raise funds to rehabilitate the Konstantin palace for President Putin, through voluntary contributions. The first round in the jubilee war broke out over Yakovlev’s plan to move the zoo out of the city, triggering considerable public protests that were supported by Cherkesov. Yakovlev backed off.

Yakovlev’s trump card is his continued high public trust rating, which is maintained by skillful patronage politics and massaging of his image by a mostly compliant local media. He does face strong opposition from the liberal wing of the city’s political elite. He has managed to retain a place in the local branch of the Unity Party (now Unified Russia), and the loyalty of the legislative assembly. Cherkesov has tried to increase pressure on the latter body, but failed for example to dissuade it from bringing forward local elections to December 2002 (so as to avoid clashing with jubilee celebrations in 2003). The two men compete for the loyalty of local business elites, who are divided into a pro-Yakovlev “left bank” and Cherkesov “right bank,” indicating the location of their respective headquarters. (See also the following economics section.)

Overall, Yakovlev and Cherkesov have found an “uneasy symbiosis” with each other. They tend to avoid each other at public gatherings whenever possible. A survey of local experts shortly after Cherkesov’s appointment rated Cherkesov as second in influence to Yakovlev, but in the economic sphere he was only rated in 18th place.

**ECONOMIC ROLE**

---

87 Cherkesov interview by Denis Sysoev in *AiF SPB*, 26 December 2001.
Economic management was not part of the initial job description for the polpredy, nor does the polpred have any specific legal mandate or direct management responsibility for economic affairs. Yet our content analysis of official polpred engagements revealed that one third of his time is spent on economy-related activity. Why is this so?

It is important to remember the political culture within which the institution of presidential representative was introduced. In Soviet times there was no separation of political and economic power, quite the reverse, and this tradition of political authorities intervening in economic decisions continued even in the new conditions of market transition. Thus both elite and popular opinion would find it hard to imagine that the polpred would have any political authority and not also influence economic life. This assumption was reinforced by the general tenor of Putin’s remarks, to the effect that the state had become too distant from the economy.  

Similarly, Cherkesov himself stated “At the beginning of the 1990s there was the formula: shrink the state so as to free the individual in the economy. Unfortunately, in freeing ourselves from the state, individuals and economic actors lost the protection which only the state can provide.”  

At the same time, Cherkesov has claimed that “I never involve myself with economic management.” On the other hand his words, and actions, indicate a willingness to take on the sort of economic role carried out in the past by Communist Party regional (obkom) secretaries — defending the interests of the region vis-à-vis the center, and trying to deal with crises as they erupt. Thus Cherkesov also said: “I propose that today and in the near future, our participation in economic procedures will be realized via the activities of anti-crisis managers - in the broad sense of this word. Such measures are pressing when conflicts arise in certain strategic areas for the economy or in city-forming enterprises.” One example: an inspector from Cherkesov’s office intervened to end the strike by private pilots which closed the city’s ports for a day. They were protesting a proposed shift to state employment, which threatened to slash their $1000 a month salaries.

Some of this activity is demand-driven: local managers appeal to political figures such as Cherkesov to help solve their problems, As one local factory manager put it, “the new power wants to win the trust of business. And business, like a prospective bride, is examining the powers, trying to see what it can expect.” Hence for example the Leningrad oblast electricity provider, Lenenergo, appealed to Cherkesov (and the oblast governor) before cutting off two communities for non-payment. Cherkesov told an energy conference that it was “unacceptable” to have the EES company cut off energy to military bases, and he reportedly took the energy crisis in Arkhangelsk directly “under control.” These interventions are less an assertion of power by Cherkesov, and more an example of him being dragged into ongoing policy stand-offs – an example of a kind of “bureaucratic capture” by local elites. In this complex network of lobbying activities, the “power vertical” of the presidential representatives has to compete with the influence of companies which network with patrons and allies both “horizontally” (locally, and in other regions) and “vertically” (in Moscow).

Like Russia as a whole, the northwestern economy has barely started to recover from its decade-long recession. There are pockets of viability – fuel and energy, food, timber – but otherwise the region’s economy is in pretty sorry shape. In 1998 exports averaged $514 per capita across Russia as a whole.

---
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whole. Leningrad oblast was above average, at $904, as was Kareliya at $643 (mainly timber), while
Novgorod lagged at $354 and Pskov at $99. From 1990-98 the Russian GDP fell on average by 54%: in
the SZFO, Leningrad did best, falling “only” 47%, while the other regions ranged between Novgorod (48%
drop) and Kareliya (53% drop). From 1990-98 Pskov lost 29% of its jobs, Kareliya 25%, Novgorod 21%
and Leningrad oblast 12%.

The scope for involvement of the polpred in long-range development planning is quite limited.
For one thing, the national government’s own economic strategy is not very clear, and does not command a
lot of support among economic managers. The federal district includes a broad swathe of territory with no
particular economic logic or institutional structure linking together the economic activities of its component
parts. Across Russia as a whole inter-regional trade has fallen dramatically since 1991, with the partial
exception of food supplies. The Northwest is particularly disparate compared to other federal districts, with
each part pulled in different direction – Belarus, Estonia, Finland. “The formation of a unified subject in the
northwest thus far resembles an experiment in which it is not clear who is accountable or who will pay for
unifying projects and who will push them through.” Back in January 1991 the northwest regional
economic cooperation association was formed. It included Kirov oblast (not part of the Northwest federal
district). At the association’s April 2001 meeting, in Kirishi, only one governor showed up – the
president of the association, Vladimir Yakovlev. Cherkesov himself did not attend (he sent a deputy),
and no high official came from Moscow. To all intents and purposes, the organization is moribund.

A May 2000 government decree promised a development plan for the region, but none has been
forthcoming. Cherkesov admitted that “There is no district-wide economic development program,” nor
could there be because there are no federal executive agencies at that level. German Gref’s think tank, the
Center for Strategic Projects, opened a branch in Petersburg in December 2000, with backing from local
businesses such as Baltika brewery, Telecomeinvest and Rossiya bank. The development plan it issued in
July 2001 drew harsh criticism from Novgorod governor Prusak, and others. Cherkesov created a special
expert commission under local economist Yuriy Solodukhin to draw up an alternative plan, which was
issued in September.

Putin himself met with eight of the SZFO region governors in Baldae, Novgorod in August 2000.
The governors urged caution in reform of housing costs, and disagreed with economy minister German
Gref when he proposed eliminating the forestry ministry. At a major conference on housing reform
Cherkesov joined the governors of Nenets in warning against precipitate price increases.

Cherkesov created an advisory committee of local business leaders, scheduled to meet on a
monthly basis. In this he was emulating his boss, President Putin, who has made regular meetings with
leading businessmen a routine fixture of his administration. The first meeting took place in November
2000. Six of the members of Cherkesov’s council are from Petersburg, and 1-2 from each of the other
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regions, including such leading firms as Lukoil, Baltika brewery, Lenenergo, Severstal, Syktyvkar Cellulose, Apatit chemicals, and the Admiralty Wharf shipyard. There were some notable absences from the gathering: no representative from Pskov, and the director of the giant oil refinery at Kirishi (which cooperates with Surgutneftegaz, a Lukoil rival) failed to show up.

Cherkesov’s involvement with local business elites was seen as part of his unfolding political rivalry with Petersburg governor Yakovlev. Old adversaries of Yakovlev and those curry ing favor in Moscow have rallied around Cherkesov: “It seems that the big companies, like Baltika Brewery and Menatep St. Petersburg Bank, or those with mighty mother companies like Lenenergo (under the wing of EES), are Cherkesov’s supporters.” But Yakovlev has a strong base of support in local construction and retailing companies, and banks such as Baltoneksim Bank. Yakovlev has day-to-day control over the running of the city: the use of land, the issuance of permits, and the allocation of city contracts, something with which Cherkesov cannot compete. Yakovlev has established a visibility as an effective lobbyist for his city on the national stage.

Perhaps the most visible economic activity of the polpred is cheerleading for investment projects across the territory, and glad-handing foreign investors such as Totalfina, Dresdner Bank, and the US Eximbank. In February 2001 Cherkesov presided over a large international conference “Investments-2001: New Realities - New Capabilities of Northwestern Russia,” which attracted 1200 participants. A follow-up conference was held in March 2002, bringing together officials from the SZFO regions. Cherkesov has created an investors’ council and a commission for investors’ rights. While foreign investors have found conditions attractive in Leningrad oblast and Novgorod, many have been stymied by the corruption and licensing regime of St. Petersburg. The Swedish pulp and paper giant AssiDoman were forced out of the Segezha pulp mill in Kareliya after sinking tens of millions into the project.

State sponsorship is typically regarded as key for long-term investors. In the words of Leningrad oblast vice-governor Grigori Dvas, “if a project falls under the eye of the state, that means the negotiations go faster and the interest rate is kept to the minimum.” But the reality of the new Russian economy is that investment decisions are made on commercial criteria, and there is little local government officials can do to attract investors, apart from not scaring them away with excessive regulation. As Alfa Bank chairman explained to an investment conference in Kaliningrad “The drowning man has to save himself.”

The star performer in attracting foreign investment is Leningrad oblast. It offers easy access to the Petersburg transport hub, but does not suffer from the city’s Byzantine politics and license regime. In 1997 Leningrad province copied Novgorod’s policies by adopting a number of laws which granted investment-related tax breaks for projects over $1 million. In 2001 Leningrad oblast got more investment than Petersburg, including $400 million from foreign investments such as RJ Reynolds, Philip Morris, Kraft, Henkel washing machines, Caterpillar, Ford in Vsevolozhsk, Ike in Tikhvin, and new pulp mills operated by Knauf, AssiDoman and International Paper. Two new ports for oil (Primorsk) and coal (Ust-Luga) exports are joining existing facilities at Vysotsk and Vyborg.

Cherkesov has also involved himself in some of the ongoing disputes over privatization and investment projects. Cherkesov has been supporting such major companies as Lukoil and Severstal. Severstal is a massive steel mill located in Cherepovets, Vologda, whose dynamic young director Aleksei

---

Mordashov has used its $1 billion export revenue to create a powerful nationwide industrial conglomerate, buying iron ore deposits, coal mines, the Vostochnyi seaport and the Ulyanovsk auto factory. In an interview, Mordashov praised Cherkesov, saying his appointment “meant a new opportunity to build good relations between business and power” and “there is a big change in conditions that were present one year ago and today.” 126 Mordashov mentioned that he knew Cherkesov’s then deputy, Kuznetsov, from the time when he ran the Oktyabr railway, of which Severstal was the main customer. The Cherkesov-Mordashov relationship appears to be mutually beneficial, but one has the impression that Mordashov is probably big enough to deal directly with the Kremlin without the help of the polpred. 127 Still, Cherkesov helped Mordashov stop the sale of Vorkuta coal mine to Aleksandr Mamut’s Moscow-based MDM bank in December 2000. Vorkuta is the source of 80% of the coal for Severstal, which managed to buy a 15% stake in the coal mine. 128 Severstal has also invested in iron ore deposits in Murmansk, the pipe manufacturing facility at Izhorski zavod in Petersburg, the chemical port terminal in Vysotsk. 129 MDM were however able to buy their way into the Kovdor mineral deposits in Murmansk, despite opposition from governor Yevdokimov. 130

Cherkesov also apparently has good relations with the oil giant Lukoil: one of his earliest meetings, in September 2000, was with Lukoil chairman Vagit Alekperov. 131 Lukoil is investing heavily in the northwest region, as is Transneft, now completing its $460 million Baltic oil export pipeline. Cherkesov helped Lukoil increase its operations in Nenets A.O. (against the governor’s wishes). The tender to develop the large Gamburtsev Val oilfield in that province was won by Severnaya neft, but Lukoil and other oil majors are disputing the sale. 132 The other companies offered bonuses of $100 to $140 million, while Severnaya neft won with a bid of just $7 million. Cherkesov said his office was monitoring the procurator’s investigation of the tender. Inside Petersburg, the Lenenergo firm is protesting an August 2001 decision by the city to create a new, city-owned corporation to supply electricity, using assets formerly used by Lenenergo.

It is not clear how much influence the polpred has over decisions regarding federal subsidies; federal orders for goods (an important lifeline for many Russian farms and factories); and the management of federal property. Novgorod governor Prusak complained that reforms led to the closing of Novgorod’s Sberbank branch and the oblast’s office of the forestry ministry. 133 These federal institutions now perform their functions from their branch offices in St. Petersburg. Prusak blamed this consolidation on the polpred reform, although Sberbank officials said it their own decision.

Cherkesov has been quite active in trying to salvage the precarious economy of Kaliningrad. He has expressed his frustration with the lack of a federal program for the region, with clear lines of responsibility. 134 In December 2000 the State Customs Committee (GTK) passed a resolution on the unification of tariffs which had the effect of abolishing the Kaliningrad Special Economic Zone, created by presidential decree back in 1996, which granted the zone tax exemption for all imports and exports. 135 With Cherkesov’s support, governor Yefremov a month later met with the head of the GTK and Prime Minister

134 Interviewed by Mikhail Kushtapin in Rossiiskaya gazeta, 19 April 2001.
Mikhail Kasyanov, and then with President Putin. On 1 February the GTK issued an order withdrawing its earlier resolution. Cherkosov intervened once again later in the year, when he opposed a new plan for reforming the region’s economy proposed by economy minister Gref, one which would have closed the region’s amber mine, in part to stop the smuggling of amber and related tax fraud. Cherkosov is reported as saying “German Gref is a big enthusiast of Kaliningrad. However his words about developing the region for export production is incomplete and poorly thought through idea.”

CONCLUSION

Has the introduction of the post of presidential representative been a success or failure, based on the experience of the northwest region? It is impossible to give a definitive answer to this question, since the aims of Putin in initiating this reform were rather opaque. Unlike some other regions, the northwest did not experience any serious challenges to the integrity and sovereignty of the Russian Federation. The presidential representative’s achievements in clearing up corruption and impacting the more routine political and economic life of the region are decidedly modest.

The introduction of the presidential representative seemed designed to bring back a sense of coordination and direction to a chaotic and confused society. Also, perhaps, its advocates hoped to discreetly and cautiously smuggle back in some elements of the old Communist Party and Gosplan, hidden beneath a cloud of liberal democratic rhetoric and forms. One is reminded of former prime minister Viktor Chernomyrdin’s favorite saying: “We hoped for something better, and got the usual.”

---

TABLE ONE
STAFF OF PRESIDENTIAL REPRESENTATIVE IN NORTHERN DISTRICT

The department heads were as follows:

*First deputy Vladimir Isaevich V’yunov* (responsible for supervision of military and security organs). V’yunov was born in 1947 in Stavropol. A colonel-general, he is a 1997 graduate of Frunze Military Academy, and in 1987 of the General Staff Academy. Served in the Caucasus and Pacific border guards, appointed department chief of the NW border district and in 1992 head of the district.

*First deputy Aleksandr Petrovich Kuznetsov* (responsible for work with the regional administrations, and the territorial representatives or “inspectors” of the polpred in the regions). Kuznetsov, Cherkesov’s second “first deputy,” was born in 1957 in Pskov, graduated from Leningrad Railways Institute in 1979, and from the Northwest Academy of State Service in 1996. He worked as deputy head and head of Smol’nii district council, head of St Petersburg central railway station, deputy head of the October (NW region) Railway, and then head of the latter in June 1998. Kuznetsov was reportedly an old colleague of Putin under mayor Anatolii Sobchak.139

*Deputy Sergei Borisovich Sviridov* (cadres and awards). Sviridov was formerly an official in the central apparatus of the FSB in Moscow. Cherkesov explained in interview that experience in the security agencies is good preparation for work with cadres.140

*Deputy Aleksandr Vyacheslavovich Fedorov* (law, implementation of federal laws and presidential directives). Fedorov was formerly deputy head of St. Petersburg directorate of FSB.

*Deputy Valerii Dmitrevich Bol’shakov* (coordinating federal organs, work of the Presidential Main Control Administration). Bol’shakov worked in the FSB, then as deputy procurator of St. Petersburg, then most recently as committee head in the Legislative Assembly. Bol’shakov is responsible for the work of the Main Control Administration of the president.141 The regional branch of the presidential Main Control Administration was incorporated into the staff of the polpred after the latter’s creation.

*Deputy Yevgenii Ivanovich Makarov* (political-information work). Makarov is the former chairman of the St. Petersburg/Leningrad Federation of Trade unions.

*Deputy Lyubov’ Pavlovna Sovershaeva* (economic development and financial control, especially of the federal budget and federal programs). Sovershaeva was formerly vice-governor of Leningrad oblast, and chair of the oblast Committee for the Management of State Property (i.e. privatization).

*Deputy Andrei Georgievich Stepanov* (Kaliningrad). Stepanov was appointed special inspector for Kaliningrad on 21 September 2001. Prior to that he was chief federal inspector for the Leningrad oblast. From 1994-96 he was vice mayor of Petersburg, and head of the trade and food committee, and after that president of the “Reforms and politics” social movement.

---

140 Interview by RIA Rosbizneskonsalting, August 2000, on web at www.pskov.ru/opinion/opinion1b.html
Komi Republic
Aleksei Fedorovich Grishin, formerly chief of staff of the Komi president.

Kareliya Republic
Valentin Aleksandrovich Shmykov, born 1943, finished forestry school, went into Communist party work, then entered the KGB in 1980, becoming deputy head of Kareliya KGB in 1986, later becoming head of the Federal Tax Police in Kareliya.142

Vologda Oblast

Kaliningrad Oblast
Aleksandr Vladimirovich Orlov, former presidential representative in the region.

Murmansk Oblast
Vladimir Losev worked in Murmansk 1975-93 as an engineer in the Nerpa shipyard, then as an instructor in the Severomorsk Communist Party gorkom, then in the FSB at the Apatit company, then from 1994 in the FB at Sosnovy Bor nuclear plant.

Novgorod Oblast
Vladimir Vladimirovich Chistyakov, former presidential representative in the region.

Leningrad Oblast
Andrei Georgievich Stepanov, formerly head of social movement “Reforms and politics.” Replaced in September 2001 by Nikolai Sedykh.

St. Petersburg
At first carried out by first deputy polpred Valerii Bol’shakov, then from 9 May 2001 by Nikolai Vinnichenko.

Pskov Oblast
Aleksandr Vladimirovich Selivanov, formerly head of the Pskov control administration.

Nenets Autonomous Okrug
Al’bert Maratovich Kharisov, former chief adviser in office of presidential representative in the region.

Arkhangelsk Oblast
Aleksei Alekseevich Yermakov, former deputy head of Arkhangelsk garrison and deputy head of an air-defense division. Since 1997 he was also an adviser to the oblast administration on civil defense, emergencies and relations with military units.

---

TABLE THREE  MEMBERS OF THE FEDERAL ASSEMBLY, BY REGION

(administration representative listed first, legislature listed second)

**Komi Republic**
Rakhim Azizboevich Azimov
Yevgenii Nikitovich Trofimov

**Kareliya Republic**
Yurii Ivanovich Ponomarev
Viktor Nikolaevich Stepanov

**Vologda Oblast**
Valerii Ivanovich Fedorov
Gennadii Timofeevich Khripel’

**Kaliningrad Oblast**
Valerii Nikolaevich Ustyugov
Nikolai Petrovich Tulaev

**Murmansk Oblast**
Andrei Grigor’evich Gur’ev
Vyacheslav Alekseevich Popov

**Novgorod Oblast**
Gennady Eduardovich Burbulis
Mikhail Mikhailovich Sorokin

**Leningrad Oblast**
Sergei Aleksandrovich Vasil’ev
Valerii Aleksandrovich Golubev

**St. Petersburg**
Sergei Mikhailovich Mironov
Mikhail Gennad’evich Mikhailovskii

**Pskov Oblast**
Mikhail Vital’evich Margelov
Nikolai Yakovlevich Medvedev

**Nenets Autonomous Okrug**
Yurii Nikolaevich Volkov
Tat’yana Ivanovna Konovalova

**Arkhangelsk Oblast**
Mikhail Antonovich Korobeinikov
Yurii Sergeevich Sivkov
### TABLE FOUR  WORK OF THE APPARATUS OF THE PRESIDENTIAL REPRESENTATIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sphere of activity</th>
<th>Events, meetings</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number</td>
<td>as percent of total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socio-economic situation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socio-economic cooperation</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>investment</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations with business</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>federal programs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public administration</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laws and implementation of laws</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>international relations, diplomacy</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social policy (including housing, health care)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>border issues</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>law enforcement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>culture, science, education</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>military structures</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizational questions, honorary occasions</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corruption</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass media</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elections</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>245</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Derived from information provided by the SZFO press office at http://falcon.sinaps.ru/polpred/news.html
### TABLE FIVE  
**ELECTIONS IN THE NORTHWEST FEDERAL DISTRICT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Date of election (turnout, percent)</th>
<th>Head at time of election</th>
<th>Election winner (votes, percent)</th>
<th>Second place candidate (votes, percent)</th>
<th>Position of presidential administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Murmansk</td>
<td>26.03.2000 (69.1)</td>
<td>Yu. A. Yevdokimov</td>
<td>Yu.A. Yevdokimov (86.7)</td>
<td>Against all (4.8)</td>
<td>Took place before Cherkesov’s appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
<td>14.05.2000 (47.7)</td>
<td>V.A. Yakovlev</td>
<td>Yakovlev (72.7)</td>
<td>I. Yu. Artemev (14.7)</td>
<td>Took place before Cherkesov’s appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pskov</td>
<td>12.11.2000 (54.1)</td>
<td>Ye. E. Mikhailov</td>
<td>Ye. E. Mikhailov (28.0)</td>
<td>V. I. Bibikov (15.1)</td>
<td>No clear position 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaliningrad</td>
<td>19.11.2000* (47.0)</td>
<td>L.P. Gorbenko.</td>
<td>V. G. Yegorov B.G. (56.5)</td>
<td>L. P. Gorbenko (33.7)</td>
<td>Favored winner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkhangel’sk</td>
<td>17.12.2000 * (36.5)</td>
<td>A. A. Yefremov</td>
<td>A. A. Yefremov (58.5)</td>
<td>N. A. Malakov (31.6)</td>
<td>No clear position 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nenets A.O.</td>
<td>14.01.2001 (73.8)</td>
<td>V.A. Butov.</td>
<td>V. A. Butov (68.3)</td>
<td>A.V. Smakov (13.6)</td>
<td>Favored Shmakov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komi</td>
<td>16.12.2001 (48.5)</td>
<td>Yu.A. Spiridonov</td>
<td>V.A. Torlopov (39.8)</td>
<td>Yu. A. Spiridonov (34.9)</td>
<td>Favored Torlopov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kareliya</td>
<td>28.04.2002 (52)</td>
<td>S.L. Katandov</td>
<td>S.L. Katandov (53.4)</td>
<td>A.E. Myaki (14)</td>
<td>Favored Katandov</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - second round

**Sources:**
- [http://www.fci.ru/elections/glav/gl_sub78.htm](http://www.fci.ru/elections/glav/gl_sub78.htm)
- [http://www.fci.ru/elections/glav/gl_sub60.htm](http://www.fci.ru/elections/glav/gl_sub60.htm)
- [http://www.fci.ru/elections/glav/gl_sub83.htm](http://www.fci.ru/elections/glav/gl_sub83.htm)
- [http://www.strana.ru/stories/02/03/05/2561/132684.html](http://www.strana.ru/stories/02/03/05/2561/132684.html)

143 Mikhailov did make some pro-presidential statements, for example that he supported the Unity Party but only if Putin also supported it. “V kakuyu partiyu vstupite?”, *Kommersant Vlast*, 22 May 2001.
144 Yefremov was reportedly close to Lukoil, which in turn is seen as close to Cherkesov. F. Selivanov, “Malen’kii Yeltsin, ryzhii i bez ‘sem’i’,”, *Kommersant – S-Peterburg*, 27 February 2001.
### TABLE SIX  ECONOMIC INDICATORS, NORTHWEST REGION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Population 1.01.1998 (1000s)</th>
<th>% urban</th>
<th>Average wage November 2000 (rubles)</th>
<th>Cost of living, minimum basket November 2000 (rubles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arkhangel’sk</td>
<td>1,492</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3026</td>
<td>1249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nenets A.O.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>5689</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vologda</td>
<td>1,334</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2724</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaliningrad</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murmansk</td>
<td>1,035</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>3946</td>
<td>1365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novgorod</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
<td>4,716</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2875</td>
<td>1444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kareliya Republic</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2687</td>
<td>1168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komi Republic</td>
<td>1163</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>3902</td>
<td>1673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pskov</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1604</td>
<td>941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>